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a b s t r a c t 

In cochlear implantation, current preoperative planning procedures allow for estimating how far a specific 

implant will reach into the inner ear of the patient, which is important to optimize hearing preservation 

and speech perception outcomes. Here we report on the development of a methodology that goes be- 

yond current planning approaches: the proposed model does not only estimate specific outcome param- 

eters but allows for entire, three-dimensional virtual implantations of patient-specific cochlear anatomies 

with different types of electrode arrays. The model was trained based on imaging datasets of 186 human 

cochleae, which contained 171 clinical computer tomographies (CTs) of actual cochlear implant patients 

as well as 15 high-resolution micro-CTs of cadaver cochleae to also reconstruct the refined intracochlear 

structures not visible in clinical imaging. The model was validated on an independent dataset of 141 

preoperative and postoperative clinical CTs of cochlear implant recipients and outperformed all currently 

available planning approaches, not only in terms of accuracy but also regarding the amount of informa- 

tion that is available prior to the actual implantation. 

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Predicting the outcomes of surgical interventions, particularly 

hose using medical implants, is of key importance for patient 

ounselling but has been an elusive goal so far. The most successful 

europrosthetic device, the cochlear implant (CI), is a model sys- 

em for such approaches. Since the outcomes of cochlear implan- 

ation are variable, the benefit of the intervention depends on the 

election of the implant electrode with respect to the highly indi- 

idual anatomical morphology of the receiving organ, the cochlea. 
✰ Conflict of Interest: DS, FR and CB are partly or fully employed by medical in- 

ustry. The presented model is public domain and while the data have been at the 

rst step collected for one brand of cochlear implants, it provides the possibility 

f extension to other implant brands. We do not see any conflict of interest in the 

resent study. 
✰ This is an original work that has not been published nor submitted to another 

ournal. 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: schurzig.daniel@mh-hannover.de (D. Schurzig) . 
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A CI is the only option to compensate for severe to pro- 

ound hearing loss, allowing for open-set speech understanding 

fter implantation ( Blamey et al., 2013 ; Carlson, 2020 ; Kral and 

’Donoghue, 2010 ). It is achieved by direct neuroprosthetic stim- 

lation of the auditory nerve through an electrode array which is 

urgically placed in the inner ear and bypasses the non-functional 

rgan of Corti by electric fields ( Clark, 2003 ). CIs have been pro-

ided to approximately 1 million subjects. While outcomes have 

een exceeding initial expectations, there are still ∼25% of sub- 

ects who underperform. In 78% of these cases the underperfor- 

ance has an unknown cause ( Lazard et al., 2012 ; Moberly et al., 

016 ; Pisoni et al., 2017 ). While the variability remains largely un- 

xplained in an individual subject, general influential factors are 

ell-known. They include cochlear factors (like “cochlear health”, 

.e. the preservation of auditory nerve fibers), central auditory fac- 

ors, cognitive factors and device related factors ( Kral et al., 2016 ). 

Device-related factors are linked to the exact position of the im- 

lant in the cochlea, which varies between patients even with the 

ame electrode due to the variability of the human cochlea in both 

ize and shape ( Hardy, 1938 ; Kawano et al., 1996 ; Erixon et al.,

009 ; Rask-Andersen et al., 2011 ; Koch et al., 2017a ; Timm et al.,
nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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018 ; Avci et al., 2014 ). These variations influence the eventual in- 

racochlear position of the CI ( Avci et al., 2017 ). Furthermore, since 

here is a large portfolio of different CI electrodes on the market 

 Dhanasingh and Jolly, 2017 ), the exact intracochlear position of 

he implant varies depending on both the inserted electrode ar- 

ay and the individual cochlear morphology. This is highly relevant 

ince the exact position of the CI array has a major impact for the 

utcomes, as exemplified on the achieved insertion depth (mea- 

ured as “insertion angle (IA)” ( Avallone et al., 2021 ; Schurzig et al., 

018a )): 

1. Patients with functional residual hearing which can be pre- 

served during CI surgery can benefit from the combined use of 

a hearing aid and a CI ( Imsiecke et al., 2019a; Imsiecke et al.,

2019b ). Such hybrid approach - called electric-acoustic stimula- 

tion - substantially improves hearing outcomes ( Buechner et al., 

2017 ). Hearing preservation, however, negatively correlates 

with the IA of the electrode array ( O’Connell et al., 2017 ; 

Lenarz et al., 2019 ). This is likely owed to the narrowing di- 

mensions of the scala tympani (ST) in the second cochlear 

turn ( Biedron et al., 2010 ; Schurzig et al., 2019 ; Wysocki, 1999 ;

Rebscher et al., 2008 ). In addition, it could be shown that 

the height profile of the cochlea does not consistently increase 

( Avci et al., 2014 ). Instead, the cochlear spiral often shows sub- 

stantial inconsistencies in its vertical incline, may dip down 

within the basal turn and show strong vertical increases/jumps 

rather than a consistent incline at the beginning of the sec- 

ond turn. The combination of this “rollercoaster” vertical pro- 

file ( Avci et al., 2014 ) with the narrowing intracochlear spaces 

results in an increased contact between electrode array and in- 

tracochlear structures ( Salcher et al., 2021 ), vibrational damp- 

ing and an increased risk of implantation trauma. In combina- 

tion with further, more localized intracochlear anatomical vari- 

ations ( Verbist et al., 2009 ; Avci, et al., 2014 ), contact pressures

may be increased especially if the implanted array is not flexi- 

ble enough to adjust to these variations. 

2. Speech and pitch perception, on the other hand, improve with 

increasing IA and electrode length ( O’Connell et al., 2017 ; 

Buechner et al., 2017 ; Roy et al., 2016 ). This interrelation 

is due to the location of the intracochlear neural structures 

( Helpard et al., 2020 ; Li et al., 2020 ) and the corresponding nat-

ural distribution of spiral ganglion neurons ( Greenwood, 1990 a; 

Stakhovskaya et al., 2007 ) stimulated by the implant: deeper in- 

sertions lead to a smaller mismatch between the natural tono- 

topic frequency distribution in the cochlea and the one imposed 

by the implanted array ( Landsberger et al., 2015 ; Rader et al., 

2016 ). 

Consequently, there is a trade-off between risk of cochlear 

rauma and optimal cochlear coverage. Knowledge about the roller- 

oaster profiles and the presence/absence of steep vertical jumps 

t the transition between the first and the second cochlear turn, 

llow for quantification of the impact of deeper implantation on 

ochlear trauma. Given the large variability of cochlear size and 

icroanatomy, only careful preoperative planning allows optimally 

alancing the risks and benefits in the individual subject using the 

ndividual electrode. 

Modern clinical imaging techniques like cone beam computed 

omography (CBCT) preclude the visualization of many anatomi- 

al details in the cochlea due to limited resolution ( Schurzig et al., 

018a ; Würfel et al., 2014 ; Timm et al., 2018 ; Meng et al., 2016 ).

he missing, highly individual details in cochlear morphology can 

e, however, predicted by precise mathematical cochlear models 

 Pietsch et al., 2017; Pietsch et al., 2022 ; Schurzig et al., 2021a ;

churzig et al., 2021b ; Margeta et al., 2022 ). Such models can be

ndividualized based on parameters obtained from clinical imag- 

ng and include microanatomical information derived from high- 
2 
esolution laboratory methods applied postmortem, e.g., using mi- 

ro computed tomography (μCT) ( Avci et al., 2014 ; Koch et al., 

017b; Schurzig et al., 2019 ; Margeta et al. 2022 ). The mathemat- 

cal models thus allow overcoming the insufficient resolution of 

he clinical CT by predicting the details of the anatomy that are 

therwise not discernible but can be predicted for the cochlea of 

he given overall size and proportions. However, current, validated 

athematical models only predict the spiral shape of the lateral 

all (LW) of the cochlea. A “virtual cochlear implantation” to as- 

ess the position of the potential implant in the individual patient 

efore surgery requires a comprehensive, three-dimensional volu- 

etric representation of the individual cochlear anatomy which is 

ot available at this point. Such virtual implantation might enable 

he surgeon to select the most appropriate type of electrode ar- 

ay for a given cochlea, prepare for the implantation procedure and 

etter predict its outcomes. 

Based on a large dataset of 327 individual human cochleae, the 

urrent study provides such a validated 3D volumetric model that 

llows for virtual cochlear implantation. The study analyzed high 

esolution μCT scans ( N = 15) of human cadaver cochleae, as well 

s a training set ( N = 171) of preoperative and postoperative clin- 

cal CBCT images of the cochleae before and after implantation. 

he resulting volumetric model allows for determining not only 

n individualized volumetric 3D shape of the individual patient- 

pecific cochlea, but also for predicting the location of the en- 

ire electrode array trajectory inside this cochlea and the cochlear 

requency representation of the electrode contact locations. The 

odel was validated by comparing the planning and the actual 

utcomes of implantations on a large independent validation set 

f 141 cochleae. The study reveals a high precision of the 3D vir- 

ual implantation. The model can be tuned for different electrode 

rrays and be downloaded for free at https://neuroprostheses.com/ 

K/Virtual _ Implantation.html . 

. Material and methods 

The study consists of six steps of analysis: (i) we analyzed the 

icroanatomy of the scalar shapes for the volumetric model on 15 

CT images of human cochleae. We then normalized the result- 

ng 1044 manually traced cross-sectional shapes and generated a 

ean 3D model of the scalar microanatomy. (ii) These results were 

umerically projected onto three existing approaches to determine 

he shape of the cochlear spiral from individual, clinical CBCTs. This 

rovided three different 3D full volumetric models of the individ- 

al cochlea. (iii) In a training dataset of 171 cochleae implantation 

as performed, and the implant electrode trajectory was assessed 

sing a second CBCT. A procedure was developed to combine the 

re-implantation and post-implantation scans (optimized for the 

ony structure and the implant electrode, respectively). This al- 

owed for determining the distance of the electrode from the LW 

long the cochlea from base to apex. These data were used for the 

ext step, the virtual implantation. (iv) Two models of the implant 

ocation, one with constant displacement and one using the above 

71 data, were combined with a 3D model of the corresponding 

ochlear implant electrodes. This allowed for the virtual implan- 

ation of each cochlea. (v) The surgeon used these results in an 

ndividualized approach to select the most appropriate implant ar- 

ay for the individual patient in the remaining 141 cochleae of a 

alidation dataset. (vi) After implantation, the virtually-implanted 

ochleae were projected back onto the combined scans (before and 

fter implantation) to compare the predicted and actual location of 

he electrode and validate the model. For this purpose, the elec- 

rode array (both predicted and postoperatively assessed) was re- 

uced to a simple spiral of the geometric means at each location, 

nd their difference quantified the prediction error. A detailed de- 

cription of the individual analysis steps is given in the following. 

https://neuroprostheses.com/AK/Virtual_Implantation.html
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.1. Cochlear specimens 

For the present study, 15 postmortem μCT scans of un- 

mplanted cochleae with normal anatomies were analyzed to ex- 

ract information on the intracochlear microanatomy. Furthermore, 

BCT images from 312 cochleae obtained from subjects undergo- 

ng cochlear implantation were used. All clinical CT images were 

nonymized. The institutional ethics committee at Hannover Med- 

cal School approved the use of anonymized imaging data obtained 

ithin the clinical routine. Each one of the 312 clinical datasets 

onsists of preoperative and postoperative CBCT scans of the re- 

pective cochlear implant patient, implanted by a large group of 16 

urgeons with either MED-EL FLEX20 ( N = 46), FLEX24 ( N = 60), 

LEX26 ( N = 3), FLEX28 ( N = 196) or FLEXSOFT ( N = 7) elec-

rode arrays. Only patients with normal anatomies and without 

dditional disorders like otosclerosis and meningitis were investi- 

ated within this study. Preoperative scans were acquired within a 

imeframe of 3 month prior to surgery, while postoperative scans 

ere typically performed right before the suture was closed. The 

otal number of 312 sets of preoperative and postoperative CBCT 

cans was divided into a training and a test dataset. The training 

ataset included 171 (FLEX20: N = 31; FLEX24: N = 34; FLEX26: 

 = 1; FLEX28: N = 101; FLEXSOFT: N = 4) and the test dataset

ncluded 141 (FLEX20: N = 15; FLEX24: N = 26; FLEX26: N = 2;

LEX28: N = 95; FLEXSOFT: N = 3) patients respectively. The 

raining dataset was used to extract important parameters for the 

odel, the validation dataset was used to validate the outcomes 

y comparing the prediction of the model with the true location 

f the array after implantation. The division was based on both the 

otal number of patients as well as which patients had been part 

f previous studies ( Schurzig et al., 2018a ; Avallone et al., 2021 ) to

llow for comparisons to former results. From the test dataset an 

xtensive detailed analysis of the 3D shape was additionally per- 

ormed on a subset of 19 subjects. 

.2. Assessment of variance in cross-sectional shapes 

We first analyzed the shape of the cross-sectional mi- 

roanatomy of the ST and scala vestibuli (SV), whereas scala me- 

ia was added to the SV due to limited visibility of the Reissner’s 

embrane. To have sufficient resolution, these measurements were 

erformed using μCT images. In brief, the 15 fresh frozen tempo- 

al bones from human body donors were placed in a SCANCO Mi- 

roCT 100 scanner (version 1.1, SCANCO Medical AG, Switzerland) 

nd scanned at 70kVp and 114 or 88μA with AI05 or Cu01 filtering, 

ielding a homogeneous voxel size of 10 μm. 

The scans were imported into a custom research soft- 

are specifically designed for assessing the cochlear anatomy 

 Lexow et al., 2016 ), and the cross-sections of the scalae were seg-

ented along the entire cochlear spiral for each one of the 15 

ochleae ( Timm et al., 2018 ). In order to generate average rep- 

esentations of the scalae, the centroid of each cross-section was 

omputed and used to superimpose the individual cross-sections 

or each cochlear angle from 0 ° to 810 ° (which was the largest 

ommon angular length) in 1 ° steps. Prior to averaging the total 

f 1044 individual cross-sections of ST and SV respectively, dif- 

erences in cross-sectional rotations were compensated by rotating 

he basilar membrane orientation to its cochlear angle specific av- 

rage value ( Schurzig et al., 2019 ), which was shown to preserve as

any common cross-sectional features as possible ( Schurzig et al., 

021a ). 

.3. Assessment of individual cochlear anatomy with CI 

As in our previous clinical investigations (for details, see 

 Schurzig et al., 2018a ; Timm et al., 2018 ; Würfel et al., 2014 )),
3 
he assessment of the individual cochlear spiral geometry was 

erformed using OsiriX MD. After loading the preoperative CBCT 

maging, points were placed along the cochlear LW starting at the 

evel of the center of the round window and proceeding to the api- 

al end of the cochlea. The location of the CI array was assessed 

sing the postoperative imaging data of the patient: the initial 

oint was placed at the location at which the CI array enters the 

ochlea through the round window, followed by one point within 

he center of the artifact of each one of the intracochlear contacts. 

ince the segmentation points were placed centrally within the ar- 

ifacts, it can be assumed that the trajectory defined by the coordi- 

ates of these points corresponds to the central axis of the CI array. 

he coordinates of both the LW and CI array tracing were then ex- 

orted for further processing in Matlab (version R2018a, The Math- 

orks Inc., USA). 

.4. LW reconstruction 

The individual segmentation points of the LW of each patient 

ere loaded into Matlab to reconstruct the LW helix within the 

onsensus cochlear coordinate system proposed in ( Verbist et al., 

010 ), i.e. with the modiolus coinciding with the z axis and the 

enter of the round window lying on the x axis. For an initial ap- 

roximation of the corresponding transformation matrix T CT from 

T space to the consensus coordinate system, two points were em- 

loyed to estimate the modular axis. The first one lay in the center 

f an auxiliary line connecting the first, most basal segmentation 

oint P 1 with the one with the largest spatial distance to this point 

 P 4 in the example depicted in Fig. 1 A), while the second point was

he most apical LW segmentation point. The corresponding trans- 

ormation matrix T CT,init was then calculated such that the central 

oint of the auxiliary line coincides with the coordinate system’s 

rigin while the initial guess of the modiolus axis coincides with 

he z axis ( Fig. 1 B). In order to optimize the position of the LW

egmentation within the consensus coordinate system, the radial 

istance of each segmentation point r i to the z axis as well as the 

eight of each point h i relative to the xy plane were calculated. 

ased on these parameters, a residual function f res was defined as 

f res = 

N ∑ 

i =2 

( r i − r i −1 ) 
2 + 

N−1 ∑ 

i =2 

( h i − h i −1 ) 
2 

(Eq. 1) 

here N represents the total number of segmentation points, r is 

he radius and h the height of the individual points. The residual 

unction f res includes 2 least squares terms, one for the radii and 

ne for the heights of the segmentation points. The function was 

omposed such that its value becomes smaller when the changes 

n radii and height along the cochlear spiral become more consis- 

ent, i.e., for a gradually increasing radius and a gradually increas- 

ng height. Matlab’s nonlinear programming solver fminsearch was 

hen used in combination with the initial guess T CT,init to minimize 

he residual function and hence derive the desired transformation 

atrix T CT,min which yields the optimized position of the LW points 

ithin the consensus coordinate system. Fig. 1 C shows the radial 

nd height profiles of one LW spiral before and after the minimiza- 

ion, and the corresponding LW spiral with the optimized modiolus 

s depicted in Fig. 1 D. After repositioning, each individual LW he- 

ix was computed by interpolating the radius r ( ϕ) and height h ( ϕ)

f the corresponding segmentation points ( Fig. 1 D). This type of 

econstruction will be referred to as LW tracing in the following. 

ote that all individual transformation matrices T CT,min were saved 

o allow for the projection of the reconstructed anatomy and pre- 

icted CI array location back into the CT space, enabling visualiza- 

ion of the corresponding virtual implantation within the imaging 

ata. 
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Fig. 1. A) LW segmentation points in CT space with LW spiral shape indicated by the dashed line. The initial guess of the modiolar axis was used to define an initial guess 

T CT,init of the transformation into the consensus coordinate system and derive (B) the radii and height values of all segmentation points. C) Minimization within Matlab 

yielded the final transformation matrix T CT,min resulting in smoothly changing radial and height profiles of the LW points from base to apex. D) Optimized, reconstructed LW 

profile in the standardized coordinate system. 
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Since the described assessment of the LW in OsiriX MD is time 

onsuming and hence difficult to integrate into the clinical routine, 

wo alternative approaches were employed to reconstruct the LW. 

he elliptic-circular approximation (ECA) method ( Schurzig et al., 

018b ) was shown to yield very accurate approximations of the 

ength of the LW and corresponding IAs ( Mertens et al., 2020 ; 

vallone et al., 2021 ) and exclusively dependent on the individual 

ochlear diameter A and width B ( Escudé et al., 2006 ; Erixon and 

ask-Andersen, 2013 ; Schurzig et al., 2018c ; Anschuetz et al., 2018 ). 

n order to yield a three-dimensional representation of the LW, the 

odel was integrated into this study in a slightly different manner 

s the one proposed by the authors: first, the individual LW basal 

urn length BTL LW,ind was computed according to 

T L LW , ind = 1 . 18 A + 2 . 69 B −
√ 

0 . 72 AB (Eq. 2)

ote that in this study, the individual values of A and B were ex- 

racted from the above LW tracing to exclude the influence of as- 

essment errors onto model performance differences. In the origi- 

al study, the authors then proposed to use so-called p BTL values to 

ompute the length of the cochlea at specific locations. Within the 

resent study, the coordinates of the same mean spiral which lead 

o these p BTL values were scaled such that the BTL of the mean LW 

piral BTL LW,mean matched the above approximation: 

 

x, y, z ] 
T 
LW , ind = 

BT L LW , ind / BT L LW , mean 
· [ x, y, z ] 

T 
LW , mean (Eq. 3) 

ence, this approach is basically the numerical version of the orig- 

nal ECA method. 

The second LW model integrated into this study is the recently 

roposed regression scaling (RS) model ( Schurzig et al., 2021a ). 
4 
his model was shown to not only mimic the overall cochlear 

natomy very well, but also to be capable of reconstructing local- 

zed height variations (local dips and jumps) of the cochlear spiral. 

ts key elements are the two matrices ˆ M r and 

ˆ M h which compre- 

end various regression parameters derived in an analysis of 108 

orrosion casts of human cochleae. These matrices basically allow 

or the extrapolation of the individual cochlear radius and height 

rom 360 ° in 90 ° steps up to the apex based on the assessment of 

he basal cochlear radii at 0 °, 90 °, 180 ° and 270 °. The whole set of

adii and height values can then be used for a section-wise mor- 

hing of a mean model. Within the present study, the radii from 

 ° to 270 ° were computed based on the corresponding values of A 

nd B and the mean ratios of the radii r 0 to r 180 and r 90 to r 270 

espectively: 

 0 = 0 . 647 · A (Eq. 4) 

 90 = 0 . 581 · B (Eq. 5) 

 180 = 0 . 353 · A (Eq. 6) 

 270 = 0 . 419 · B (Eq. 7) 

The overall radii and height information of the individual spirals 

ould then be computed as proposed in ( Schurzig, et al., 2021a ): 

 

r 360 , r 450 , r 540 , · · ·] T Ct , a = 

ˆ M r · [ 1 , r 0 , r 90 , r 180 , r 270 ] 
T 
Ct (Eq. 8) 

 

h 0 , h 90 , h 180 , · · ·] T Ct , a = 

ˆ M h · [ 1 , r 0 , r 90 , r 180 , r 270 ] 
T 
Ct (Eq. 9) 
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A detailed description on the subsequent section-wise scaling 

rocedure can be found within the original publication as well. 

.5. Cochlear model generation 

In order to enhance the LW models described above to full 

olumetric representations of the individual cochleae, the aver- 

ge anatomies of the ST and SV ( Section 2.2 ) were used. These

ross-sections and a point representing the LW contour at the 

espective locations were made available from the center of the 

ound window to the beginning of the helicotrema in 1 ° steps, 

esulting in a total of 811 cross-sections from 0 ° to 810 °. To 

rovide the possibility of combining this information with the 

ndividualized shape of the given cochlea, the apical to basal 

ositional information was normalized using the cochlear angle, 

hich simplified the assembly of the volumetric model in com- 

arison to employing the normalized metric length as proposed 

y Greenwood ( Greenwood, 1990 a). 

The LW contour was obtained from the tracing of the individ- 

al cochlea. Additionally, the two most precise cochlear models 

ere used to generate an alternative LW contour using A, B and 

heir transection by the modiolus, as well as cochlear height from 

he clinical CT as the input. The cross-sections were then com- 

ined with the respective locations along the three resulting spi- 

als yielding a 3D volumetric cochlea representation. 

.6. Electrode array location prediction 

Since the LW can typically be distinguished within clinical CBCT 

ata, the location of an electrode array inside the cochlea is typi- 

ally described relative to the LW. Alexiades et al. ( Alexiades et al., 

015 ) approximated that on average, straight electrode arrays lie 

.35 mm away from the LW. Within the current study, the geomet- 

ical data of the 171 patients in the training dataset was analyzed 

ccording to the approach proposed by Salcher et al. ( Salcher et al., 

021 ) to generate electrode array and IA dependent average rela- 

ions of the distance between the central path of the electrode ar- 

ay and the LW. For all 171 patients, the LW and CI electrode were

raced within the preoperative and postoperative imaging, respec- 

ively. Tracing the LW in preoperative imaging was chosen because 

he LW contour is often blurred by the contact artifacts of the in- 

erted electrode array in postoperative CT scans. In order to assess 

he location of the CI array relative to the LW, each CI tracing was

hen registered onto the corresponding LW spiral using the helix- 

ased registration method ( HelReg ) proposed in ( Schurzig et al., 

018a ). This method was chosen because it was shown to be well- 

uited for accurately assessing postoperative IAs and coverage val- 

es while being computationally much faster than image-based 

egistrations. After registration, the insertion depth, IA and radial 

istance of each contact to the LW was computed for each one 

f the 171 patients, yielding a total of 2052 insertion depth, IA 

nd distance values. The final distance profiles for predicting the 

I array locations of the validation dataset were then derived by 

rouping these values according to the different types of electrode 

rrays and performing a moving average computation of the ra- 

ial distance values relative to the IA. Note that here again all 

urgeons active at the Otolaryngology clinics were involved, thus 

he mean results are not specific to one surgeon. Furthermore, re- 

ults from 5 different electrode arrays were pooled together, as de- 

cribed above. These results thus represent a mean from all elec- 

rodes (that were, however, all LW electrodes). 

Both the consistent offset of 0.35 mm and the ones calculated 

ccording to Salcher et al. ( Salcher et al., 2021 ) were then em-

loyed to approximate the path of the different electrode arrays 

s follows: 
5 
Once the model of an individual cochlea was generated accord- 

ng to the description above, in order to obtain the location of the 

ochlear implant, the profile of the LW as described by the cur- 

ent model was projected radially toward the modiolus. The pro- 

ection (the displacement) was either constant 0.35 mm or varied 

ccording to the LW distance profile d LW 

( IA ) of the array to be in-

erted. As mentioned above, these electrode-specific distance pro- 

les were determined based on geometrical evaluations of the 171 

ets of preoperative and postoperative clinical imaging of the train- 

ng dataset. In a second step, this projection was translated verti- 

ally such that it lies in the center of the ST at that radial location.

he employment of geometrical information of the electrode array 

o be inserted then allowed for the creation of a 3-dimensional, 

olumetric representation of the electrode array inside the cochlea 

ith an insertion depth according to the postoperatively assessed 

alue. Deviations of predicted and true values hence originate from 

he virtual implantation algorithm alone and are not affected by 

ncomplete insertions or ones beyond the marker point (see e.g. 

 Avallone et al., 2021 ) for more details). This procedure was cho- 

en in order to evaluate the accuracy of the algorithm alone. Con- 

idering the three different cochlear models and two different LW 

istance assumptions, this yields 6 predictions for each one of the 

41 cochleae of the validation dataset and 846 predictions in to- 

al. All predictions were compared to the postoperatively assessed 

rajectories of the individual arrays to evaluate the accuracy of pre- 

icted IAs. 

For a subset of 19 patients of the validation dataset, registration 

rom postoperative to preoperative imaging was additionally per- 

ormed using an image-based registration method ( Schurzig et al., 

018a ). This type of registration is more elaborate and time con- 

uming than the helix-based type but allows for reliable spatial 

valuations of predicted and postoperatively assessed array loca- 

ion. Hence, this subset was used to evaluate the radial and height 

ifferences of predicted and postoperatively assessed array loca- 

ion. 

Finally, visualization of virtual CI insertions inside the corre- 

ponding imaging data was achieved by transforming the corre- 

ponding models of cochlea and electrode array back into the 

maging coordinate system and then exporting these models in stl 

ormat, which can be imported into most commercially and freely 

vailable DICOM viewers. 

.7. Error evaluation 

Two types of validation have been performed for the present 

odel. One was based on the dataset of 141 implantations and in- 

olved a simplified comparison of the implanted electrode with the 

W spiral. The other one was based on comparison of the complete 

D dataset of the model with the 3D imaging dataset. This latter 

omparison involved a smaller number of subjects ( N = 19) but 

equired a more extensive alignment of 3D datasets. Here, all sur- 

eons active at MHH were involved in implantations, and 6 elec- 

rode types, as mentioned above. 

1. The CI array tracings of the 141 patients within the test dataset 

were registered to the corresponding tracings of the LW spi- 

rals using to the HelReg method described in ( Schurzig et al., 

2018a ). As a result, both the postoperatively assessed reference 

and the predicted CI array paths were available for each one 

of the 141 reconstructed cochleae. This registration result was 

then employed to calculate the deviations between predicted 

and postoperatively assessed reference IAs for each one of the 

inserted electrode contacts. This method does not involve the 

whole anatomical dataset, rather it compares the 3D shape of 

the implanted electrode to the LW spiral. 
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Fig. 2. A) Tracing of the scalar spaces in one example μCT dataset, shown at the mid-modiolar section; red color corresponds to ST, green color to the SV, helicotrema is 

marked in blue. B) 3D representation of the average human cochlea (red: ST; green: SV) divided quadrants Q. C) Individual and mean cross-sectional shapes of the cochlear 

quadrants Q1-Q8 (apical turn not shown, the very last quadrant covers the helicotrema where the scalae unite). 
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2. In addition, we also wanted to know details about the spatial 

deviation between predicted and reference trajectory of the CI 

array. For this, a comparison of the complete 3D model with the 

imaging dataset had to be performed, with the particular diffi- 

culty of 3D alignment of the model with the DICOM dataset of 

the imaging. That is why we randomly picked 5 patients of each 

electrode group for which we also performed an image-based 

registration in 3D Slicer ( Fedorov et al., 2012 ) as described in 

( Schurzig et al., 2018a ). Note that the FLEX26 and FLEXSOFT 

were excluded from this investigation due to the small num- 

ber of patients. For the 5 selected patients of each one of the 

other groups, accurate spatial descriptions of the electrode lo- 

cations were available and could be compared to the predicted 

ones to calculate radial and height deviation of predicted and 

reference trajectory. 

.8. Statistics 

All statistical evaluations were conducted in Python (version 

.7, Python Software Foundation, USA) using the Scipy library (ver- 

ion 1.2.1). Direct comparisons were performed using two-sided 

ann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests and two-way ANOVAs, with post- 

oc comparisons using Fisher’s least significant difference proce- 

ure, all at 5% significance level. 

. Results 

Firstly, with a homogeneous voxel size of 10 μm, 15 cochlear 

CT datasets allowed for the tracing of the microanatomy of the 

calar spaces ( Fig. 2 A) at high resolution in steps of 22.5 ° from base

o apex, resulting in a total of 1044 cross-sectional shapes. The de- 

ived cross-sectional profiles of the scalar spaces of the cochlear 

uadrants Q ( Fig. 2 B,C, cf. ( Erixon et al., 2009 )) revealed a good

eproducibility of the shapes and a tendency for higher variabil- 

ty in the base of the cochlea (compared to the apex) and in ST 

compared to SV). The cross-sectional profiles normalized in loca- 

ion to the basal-apical distance (as previously used in calculation 

f Greenwood function ( Stakhovskaya et al., 2007 )) allowed for the 

alculation of the mean cross-sectional profiles. This way we could 

ssign a cross-sectional mean profile to a particular normalized an- 

ular distance from base to apex. 

Adaptation of this volumetric model to 171 individual 

natomies derived from clinical CT imaging (training dataset) 

as established using patient-specific LW spirals, which were 

omputed using three different approaches: (i) clinical CTs were 

sed to trace the LW by placing points along the spiral from 

ase to apex, as previously documented ( Timm et al., 2018 ; 
6 
ürfel et al., 2014 ) ( Fig. 3 A-B). The LW points were then inter-

olated into a 3D spiral in all 171 cochleae ( Fig. 3 C). In what

ollows we call this approach LW tracing method . Alternatively, 

etailed 3D models of the individual human cochlea were derived 

y measuring the two perpendicular axes of the cochlear base 

 A and B , Fig. 3 A) as well as the spiral height H s ( Fig. 3 B) in the

ame clinical CBCT images of the individual cochleae before im- 

lantation. These parameters have been used to individualize the 

reviously validated mathematical cochlear models ( Schurzig et al., 

018a , 2021a ) yielding the LW spiral of the cochlea ( Fig. 3 D). They

rovide an excellent estimation of the overall cochlear duct length 

ith deviations of less than 1 mm from the true cochlea as 

emonstrated by the leave one out approach from 108 corrosion 

asts. We compared two such models ( Fig 3 D), namely (ii) the 

ecently developed RS model ( Schurzig et al., 2021a ) and (iii) the 

CA model ( Schurzig et al., 2018a ) which has been incorporated 

nto the clinical software OTOPLAN® (CAScination AG, Switzerland) 

 Canfarotta et al., 2019; Mertens et al., 2020 ). 

Subsequently, each spiral shape of the LW ( Fig. 3 C and D) and

he mean profiles of the scalar spaces ( Fig. 3 E) were combined to 

he volumetric 3D computational model of the individual cochleae 

 Fig. 3 F). Such model substantially extends previous LW models by 

ncorporating the full 3D dataset at microscopic resolution, allow- 

ng to study the presumed individual cochlea in the computer at 

igh resolution. 

The cochlear implant was subsequently virtually “implanted”

nto such individualized cochlea. In addition to a 3D model of the 

mplant electrode, this approach used the LW spiral to approximate 

he 3D course within the individual cochlea ( Fig. 3 F). It was dis- 

laced in the modiolar direction either by assuming a constant dis- 

ance from modiolus of 0.35 mm ( Alexiades et al., 2015 ), due to the

natomy essentially corresponding to a situation when the elec- 

rode corpus leans on the LW, or by using displacement data that 

ere derived in the present study from CBCT scans of implanted 

ochleae ( N = 171, see Fig. 4 A). To allow for pooling the data

rom different subjects, the intracochlear location had to be nu- 

erically averaged for each normalized angular cochlear location. 

his normalized location was used by exploiting standard meth- 

ds (as used in the Greenwood mapping of frequency represen- 

ation to cochlear position ( Greenwood, 1990 ; Stakhovskaya et al., 

007 )), validated in previous studies ( Salcher et al., 2021 ). The use

f the distances from the implanted cochlea had the standout ad- 

antage of allowing for the implant to follow the course deter- 

ined by the mechanics of the electrode, as observed clinically. 

articularly in the first 180 ° the electrode is not located at a con- 

tant displacement from the LW, but rather follows its own prede- 

ermined shape. This generates the first peak in the displacement 

ata near 90 ° with peak values of above 1 mm distance ( Fig. 4 A).

n the vertical direction the electrode was virtually positioned in 
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Fig. 3. A-B) Assessment of the patient specific anatomy in clinical imaging data either by placing points along the LW or by measuring the diameters of the cochlear base 

A and B and the spiral height H S. C) Reconstruction of the traced LW by repositioning the LW points into the consensus cochlear coordinate system and interpolating the 

spiral shape. D) Reconstructions of the individual LW shape using two numerical models with the patient specific input values A, B and H S . E) Cross-sections of ST and SV 

extracted from the average cochlear model presented in ( Schurzig et al., 2021a ). F) Full 3D geometrical representation of the cochlea based on a LW spiral combined with 

the average cross-sections. 
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he middle of the ST ( Fig. 4 C). The shape of the electrode array

as modelled using a 3D skeleton of the implant array ( Fig. 4 D).

his approach enabled us to predict the position of the electrode 

n the 3D cochlear model after successful cochlear implantation for 

he first time using analytical methods. 

The virtual model was projected back into the CT image al- 

owing for detailed visualizations of cochlear spaces and electrode 

rray within preoperative clinical imaging ( Fig. 5 A-C). This pro- 

edure required a standardized orientation of the original scan, 

hich was assured by use of the Verbist consensus coordinate sys- 

em ( Verbist et al., 2010 ). In addition, the model 3D result was

rojected into postoperative imaging in order to visually compare 

redicted and postoperatively assessed array locations and identify 

eviations from expected array trajectories ( Fig. 5 D-E). 

Such numerical fusion of the model results with the imaging 

ata was a precondition for validating the outcomes of the model 

ased on an independent validation dataset of clinical data of 141 

ochlear implant patients by comparing the individual predictions 

ith the result of cochlear implantation. Each subject was im- 

lanted with the electrode selected based on preoperative analy- 

is (virtual implantation) using one of the 5 electrode arrays. After 

he surgery, the location of the selected CI array in the cochlea was 

isualized in a second CT scan. Using the postoperative scan opti- 

ized for the metal electrode and the preoperative scan optimized 

or the bony tissue both images could be combined. This was 

chieved by registration of postoperative onto preoperative imag- 

ng data using a helix-based registration method ( Schurzig et al., 

018a ). Only such a fused image allowed analysing the exact loca- 

ion of the implant relative to the cochlear structures and quan- 

ifying its deviation from the predicted position. This approach 

nabled us to validate the developed model by quantifying the 

eviation of prediction and outcome in metric, angular and psy- 

hophysical measures. A Matlab based program which includes the 

natomical model, the option to predict individual electrode ar- 
7 
ay predictions and a “stl export” function for further process- 

ng can be downloaded for free at https://neuroprostheses.com/AK/ 

irtual _ Implantation.html . 

For exact quantification in a second step, we reduced the elec- 

rode shape by generating a path along the centers of gravity of 

he electrode at each electrode contact, both in the model and in 

he real scans. This allowed us to subsequently quantify the dif- 

erence between prediction and the actual outcome ( Fig. 6 ). In the 

resented individual case, a difference in radial location is more 

bvious between 180 and 360 ° ( Fig. 6 B and C), whereas in the rest

f the trajectories the data matched well. In the basal turn there is 

 notable difference in the vertical profile ( Fig. 6 D), which is likely 

wed to the way different surgeons guide the electrode into the 

ochlea as well as the large anatomical variability within the hook 

egion of the cochlea ( Li et al., 2007 ). The remaining vertical tra- 

ectory is then likely defined by the shape of the cochlea, and here 

he trajectories match well. 

To quantify the overall performance of the model, we first 

nalyzed the predicted IAs and corresponding place frequencies 

f the spiral ganglion cells inside the cochlea, which were de- 

ived according to the Greenwood function based on the model 

rom ( Helpard et al., 2021 ). These parameters are of key rele- 

ance for the outcome of cochlear implantation since these define 

he coverage of the neural receptors for electric inner ear stimu- 

ation. Altogether we analysed 141 implantations of different LW 

lectrodes (see methods). Deviations of predictions to postopera- 

ively assessed IAs and tonotopic frequencies (in semitones) are 

epicted in Fig. 7 for the different models and LW distance as- 

umptions, pooled for the different electrode types and contacts. A 

wo-way ANOVA revealed no interaction between the three mod- 

ls and LW distance assumption (F(2,1331) = 1.86, p = 0.157). 

ain effect analysis revealed a statistically significant effect of 

he LW distance assumption ( p < 0.001) and no significant ef- 

ect of model used ( p = 0.554). A post-hoc comparison (Fisher’s 

https://neuroprostheses.com/AK/Virtual_Implantation.html
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Fig. 4. A) Averaged radial distance values d LW 

between the center of the array and the LW based on 171 patient datasets. Standard deviations not shown to improve clarity. 

B) Step 1 of generating the predicted electrode array path inside the cochlea is the radial projection of the most lateral point toward the modiolus either by a consistent 

offset of 0.35 mm or according to the electrode array and insertion angle specific value shown in A. C) the second step is a downward projection of this point to the 

vertically-centered location inside the ST. D) Geometrical data of the electrode array then allows a full 3D reconstruction of the array inside the cochlea. 

Fig. 5. Virtual cochlear implantation in the given individual temporal bone of the subject. A-C) depiction of cochlear anatomy and a predicted array location within preop- 

erative imaging data. d -E) Comparison of predicted and postoperatively assessed array location. 
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east significant difference procedure) showed a significant reduc- 

ion of prediction errors for all 3 models for the variable LW dis- 

ance assumption (denoted as Salcher; tracing: p = 4.29 ×10 −20 ; 

S: p = 1.57 ×10 −38 ; ECA: p = 1.28 ×10 −46 ). The range of the er-

ors were < 45 °, with 50% of the population within 20 ° me- 

ians of −5 °, −3 ° and −2 ° and median absolute deviations of 

3 °, 12 ° and 13 ° for the tracing, RS and ECA models respec- 

ively. Approximation of the frequency allocation revealed that 
8 
he majority of the population shows errors within a range of 

 semitones (acoustically less than ¼ of an octave) with me- 

ians of 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2 semitones and median absolute devi- 

tions of 1.5, 1.5 and 1.7 semitones respectively. This demon- 

trates the astonishing precision of the prediction, suggesting that 

he virtual implantation approach presented here allows predict- 

ng the psychophysical consequences of the stimulation with the 

mplant. 
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Fig. 6. A) After registration, both the postoperatively assessed reference trajectory of the inserted CI array as well as the predicted one are available to allow for the 

evaluation of deviations in (B) insertion angle, (C) radius and (D) height. One individual case shown. The trajectory is indicated by the solid line, the points represent the 

contact locations. 

Fig. 7. Comparison of angular deviations between predicted and reference insertion 

angles pooled for all electrode types and contacts. Significant differences between 

the LW distance assumptions (consistent 0.35 mm vs. variable distances calculated 

according to Salcher et al.) were found for all models (141 subjects, for details see 

text). 
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9 
Detailed, electrode and contact specific evaluations of predic- 

ion errors are provided in Figs. S1 and S2 and Tables S1 and S2 of

he supplementary material for IAs and corresponding spiral gan- 

lion frequencies respectively. These results indicate that the RS 

odel yield the lowest prediction errors, which becomes partic- 

larly noticeable in the apex (i.e., for low contact numbers). 

Finally, the spatial accuracy of the different model predictions 

as evaluated for a subgroup of the 141 cases of the validation 

ataset. 5 patients were randomly selected for the FLEX20, FLEX24 

nd FLEX28 groups for a contact-by-contact wise validation analy- 

is of the results. Only 2 and 3 patients could be included for the 

LEX26 and FLEXSOFT groups. The reference electrode locations for 

hese evaluations were the postoperatively traced paths of the in- 

erted arrays, which were registered to the preoperative imaging 

ata using image-based registration ( Schurzig et al., 2018a ). One 

atient of the FLEXSOFT group had to be excluded from the in- 

estigation because the image-based registration did not converge, 

hich resulted in a total number of 19 cases for this part of the 

nvestigation. The results of the spatial prediction accuracy are 

hown in Fig. 8 . 

A two-way ANOVA revealed for the radial deviation no inter- 

ction between the three models and LW distance assumption 

F(2,1367) = 0.18, p = 0.997). Main effect analysis revealed a sta- 

istically significant effect of the LW distance assumption ( p < 

.001) and a significant effect of model used ( p = 0.012). Again, 

he Salcher approach decreased the prediction errors significantly 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of spatial deviations (A: radial deviations; B: height deviations) 

between predicted and postoperatively assessed electrode array trajectory pooled 

for all electrode types and contacts. Significant differences between the LW dis- 

tance assumptions (consistent 0.35 mm vs. variable distances calculated according 

to Salcher et al.) were found for all models (19 subjects, for details see text). 
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tracing: p = 1.09 ×10 −6 ; RS: p = 4.77 ×10 −5 ; ECA: p = 1.40 ×10 −4 ).

n model comparisons, the most recent RS model showed nom- 

nally smaller prediction errors than the other models, however, 

osthoc comparisons did not reach the level of significance. More 

etailed information on the contact specific, radial improvements 

nd the statistical results are given in Fig. S3 and Table S3 of the 

upplementary material respectively. 

For the heights errors, a two-way ANOVA revealed no inter- 

ction between the three models and LW distance assumption 

F(2,1367) = 0.18, p = 0.833). Main effect analysis revealed a statis- 

ically significant effect of the LW distance assumption ( p < 0.001) 

nd no significant effect of model used ( p = 0.07). The variable 

W distance approach denoted Salcher again lead to lower height 

rrors for all 3 models, although this improvement only reached 

tatistical significance for the tracing method ( p = 0.044). 

Also, in this more detailed analysis the precision of the predic- 

ion was high: for 50% of the population, it was within a range of 

00 μm. Median errors with the Salcher method were 0.04 mm, 

0.01 mm and 0.02 mm in radial and 0.02 mm, 0.01 mm and 

.01 mm in vertical direction for the tracing, RS and ECA models 

espectively. Median absolute deviations lay at 0.23 mm, 0.28 mm 

nd 0.29 mm in radial and 0.27 mm, 0.24 mm and 0.24 mm in

ertical direction for the tracing, RS and ECA models respectively. 

ig. S3 of the supplementary material highlights that the improve- 

ents in the prediction using the Salcher model were achieved 

ainly in the base of the cochlea. Detailed information on the re- 

ult of the ANOVA is given in Table S4 of the supplementary ma- 

erial. 

The fact that posthoc comparisons did not reveal significant dif- 

erences for radial or height deviations for the 3 models and the 

ariable LW distance assumption shows that the incorporation of 

lectrode specific insertion trajectories yields minimal spatial er- 

ors for all models. 

. Discussion 

Based on a large dataset of 327 CI subjects, this study devel- 

ped the first virtual cochlear implantation concept and validated 
10 
t using an independent validation set of implanted cochleae. The 

esults show an exceptional precision in the prediction of the elec- 

rode location in the individual cochlea. Such virtual implantation 

rovides a new tool for the selection of the best-fitting electrode 

or the individual subject’s needs, with deviations between the 

ame virtually and physically implanted cochlea that are within 

 range which will not influence outcome prediction, neither in 

natomical aspects (as measured in mm) nor in psychophysical as- 

ects (as measured in semitones). The model is free for download 

nd use. 

The high prediction accuracy is particularly astonishing as im- 

lantations of 16 different surgeons were used to validate the ap- 

roach. While this introduces variability in the surgical approach 

espite the unified concept in our clinics, it closely mimics the 

veryday clinical situation. Despite this large number of surgeons, 

he algorithm was shown capable of predicting the electrode loca- 

ion with high accuracy. This could potentially be a consequence 

f the circumstance that for the investigated electrode arrays, the 

rajectory of the array inside the cochlea is determined more by 

he cochlear anatomy itself than the surgical approach. 

The tracing of the electrode array in postoperative imaging 

nvolved points placed within the centers of the electrode con- 

act artifacts, which were assumed to lie on the central axis of 

he electrode array. This is in agreement with several other stud- 

es in which this technique was applied ( Avallone et al., 2021 ; 

imm et al., 2018 ; Schurzig et al., 2018a ). However, the apical 5 

lectrode contacts of all investigated MED-EL FLEX electrode ar- 

ays are single-sided. This could lead to artifacts which are located 

ore closely to the electrode side on which these contacts are 

laced. In that case, the reconstructed CI electrode arrays could 

e inaccurate in radial and/or vertical direction by approximately 

0 0–20 0 μm at the apical 5 contacts. The present results are all 

ffected to a similar extent by this potential offset; therefore, the 

utual comparisons are not influenced. 

Preoperative planning tools like the proposed virtual implanta- 

ion approach do not take all surgical aspects into account. A lim- 

ted view onto the round window may, for instance, result in an 

ncomplete electrode insertion or one beyond the marker point. 

hat is why within our validation step, we used the postoper- 

tively assessed insertion depth as an input parameter. Avallone 

t al. demonstrated how deviations between planned and surgi- 

ally accomplished electrode insertion depths can lead to predic- 

ion errors ( Avallone et al., 2021 ). Furthermore, the electrode array 

hould also be sufficiently fixated in order to avoid electrode mi- 

ration back out of the cochlea after insertion, which would again 

reate deviations from the preoperatively planned electrode loca- 

ion. At the Hannover Medical Center, this fixation is accomplished 

y pushing the electrode lead into a slit at the facial recess after 

rray insertion (see e.g. 

One key feature of the present model are the implemented as- 

umptions of how electrode arrays are situated inside the cochlea: 

ather than only assuming a consistent offset of the electrode 

rray to the LW ( Alexiades et al., 2015 ; Schurzig et al., 2018a ),

tatistical data from the training dataset (evaluated according to 

 Salcher et al., 2021 ), Fig. 4 A) were used to tune the model toward

ore realistic predictions. Our validation results ( Fig. 7 ) demon- 

trate that this approach leads to significantly reduced prediction 

rrors independent of how the individual patient anatomy was as- 

essed, with prediction accuracy beyond previously proposed clin- 

cal results with alternative methods ( Avallone et al., 2021 ). Nev- 

rtheless, the outcomes also indicate that predictions with the 

S model achieve the highest accuracy with median errors even 

maller than for the LW tracing method, which is especially no- 

iceable in the apical cochlear region (Figs. S1 and S2). This fur- 

her highlights the high precision of current models for individu- 

lized CI. These models are tuned to a patient specific anatomy- 
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ased parameters within the basal turn of the cochlea which is, 

n contrast to the middle and apical cochlear turn, clearly distin- 

uishable in clinical imaging data. The presented virtual volumet- 

ic model provides excellent estimates for individualized cochlear 

mplantation and the decision on the most suitable electrode for 

he individual subject with spectacular outcome precision. A stand- 

ut advantage of the present model is that it can be optimally 

inked to frequency mapping in the individual cochlea. This is of 

ey relevance for subjects with preserved residual hearing, where 

he hearing portion of the cochlea may be avoided more precisely 

sing the present virtual implantation. The frequency allocation es- 

imate of the cochlear place could, however, not be validated in 

he present study. Registration of cochlear microphonics and sum- 

ating potentials during cochlear implantation allow for moni- 

oring the residual hearing during surgery ( Adunka et al., 2006 ; 

aumann et al., 2019 ; Calloway et al., 2014 ). The present virtual 

mplantation model can also be linked to such intraoperative mon- 

toring techniques, allowing to visualize in real-time where the ar- 

ay is located intracochlearly. Our model can hence not only be 

sed for preoperative planning, but also to improve insertion mon- 

toring intraoperatively. The frequency allocation has the additional 

otential of combining our model with models of current distribu- 

ion in the cochlea in the future. That may more precisely predict 

ctual electrical stimulation outcomes, and also provides a guide- 

ine for individualized speech processor programming. Therefore, 

e consider it a building block of future developments beyond sur- 

ical planning. 

A particular strength of the present study is the large sam- 

le of subjects used for outcome validation. This was made pos- 

ible by essentially including all subjects that underwent cochlear 

mplantation at our center. We used the difference between pre- 

iction and actual position in each subject as the primary out- 

ome measure. Including more distant measures like speech per- 

eption after implantation would not only require additional 1–3 

ears of collecting the data after the plateau of speech perception 

as achieved in each subject, it would also require the elimina- 

ion of other participating factors like mother language, age at im- 

lantation, residual hearing on the same and the other ear devel- 

pmental hearing loss and many more. Potential exclusion criteria 

ould substantially diminish the group of subjects for validation 

nd thus substantially reduce sensitivity and further involve a con- 

rol group that was not using this tool. Since the primary goal was 

he prediction of anatomical position of the implant, and since the 

urgeon’s applicability of the technique solely depends on the pre- 

iction precision (and not speech perception), we intentionally did 

ot analyze other distal outcome measures in these subjects. 

Another viable approach has been suggested recently: 3D print- 

ng and cochlear implantation on the printed model of the indi- 

idual cochlea ( Lei et al., 2021 ). The present approach is faster, 

heaper and does neither require the surgeon’s time nor does not 

epend on the specifics of the material used to model the cochlea 

nd the overall size of the model. However, it requires the in- 

ormation of the mean distance of the given electrode from the 

odiolus. This may be more exact, but in prototype testing will 

equire physical models as those suggested previously ( Lei et al., 

021 ). Consequently, the two methods complement each other the 

D printing approach can be optimally used in prototype electrode 

evelopment, and the present approach for surgical planning after 

he data on the location of the implant has been collected for the 

iven electrode. 

The present virtual implantation approach was based on five 

ifferent electrode designs of the same manufacturer. The model 

llows for the incorporation of other individualized distance data 

etween intracochlear structures and electrode array due to the 

omprehensive, three-dimensional volumetric representation of the 

ndividualized cochlea. Since the prediction error was only mildly 
11 
ffected by the electrode design in the present study (beyond the 

elation of error increasing with increasing implantation angle), we 

xpect that the model will be similarly accurate for other elec- 

rodes. However, this remains to be tested in the future. Before 

hese data are available (for which the method used here on 171 

ubjects requires replication), a constant distance may serve as a 

rst estimate, keeping in mind the lower precision. 

Here we used radial distance information of cochlear implant 

nd LW from several surgeons. It remains to be tested whether the 

ocational information in fact depends on the surgeon. Previously, 

ochlear trauma in the first turn has been documented to depend 

n exact implantation angle ( Avci et al., 2017 ). This, however, con- 

erns mostly the first half turn of the cochlea. After the implant 

as been inserted into the first turn, it will likely follow the shape 

f the cochlea and therefore the individual position will be more 

ikely the consequence of the cochlear shape than the surgeon’s 

xact approach. 

The present model is based on high-resolution data from μCTs 

nd previous studies that used corrosion casts. More detailed infor- 

ation can be extracted from synchrotron data ( Elfarnawany et al., 

017 ). Particularly, the frequency allocation requires the reliance on 

he individual assessment of the helicotrema ( Helpard et al., 2021 ) 

nd the hook portion ( Li et al., 2007 ). These are very difficult to

ssess in μCTs and corrosion casts, therefore the information on 

ndividual variations of these has so far relied on the few cochleae 

hat underwent synchrotron imaging. Further increasing the num- 

er of temporal bones investigated will help to further increase the 

recision of the predictions. 

Another limitation is the use of the mean transactional pro- 

le of the scalae for the modeling, combined with the LW. A pre- 

ious study has demonstrated that the modiolar wall variability 

hares ∼50% of the variability with the LW ( Pietsch et al., 2022 ).

n the present model modiolar variability prediction will include 

nly this common variability since it rests on the LW spiral and a 

ean cross-sectional scalar profile. Particularly with respect to the 

odiolar hugging electrodes, an alternative model would use the 

racing of the modiolar wall and add the mean profile to that, or 

ill alternatively use both models and combine it with the cross- 

ectional mean profiles. There is, however, one pragmatic point to 

e considered: while LW tracing is possible with good precision in 

linical CTs, it is not possible with the porous modiolar wall. There- 

ore, such models must rely more on the computer models than on 

racing. 

In principle, LW tracing as used in the present study requires 

n experienced specialist that can align the cochlea into a stan- 

ardized position and determine the LW boundary reproducibly. 

e therefore assume that out of pragmatic reasons the models will 

e more frequently used than LW tracing. Automatic rendering of 

he LW spiral from clinical imaging may be another future step in 

mproving the practical aspects of the method. 

. Conclusion 

The present study describes an approach which allows for vir- 

ual implantations of individual patient cochleae. The model was 

eveloped and trained based on 15 μCTs of the human cochlea as 

ell as 171 clinical CBCT datasets of actual CI patients. Validation 

as performed based on additional 141 independent CBCT datasets 

nd showed a level of accuracy which exceeds all previously pro- 

osed methods. The model does not only describe the 3D shape 

f the individual cochlear LW and the location of the implanted 

rray, but also provides 3D reconstructed estimates of the intra- 

ochlear anatomy and the inserted array. The methodology there- 

ore presents a major step toward individualized CI therapy and its 

pplication in the clinical practice. 
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